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Run # 865 – October 1st
Hares : Curb Crawler & Broken Boner
Location: Watipi Campground, Blackfalds
ON ON & Prelube: Resolve
Scribe: Chips A Whore
AKA to me: The I think I’ve been here before and I’m
not certain of the nightmare about to ensue Run
Not only is The Facebook good for watching Cat videos
it will also tell you the location of the upcoming runs.
This week run is being hared by Curb Crawler and a
mysterious Co-hare!!! The location is in Blackfalds and
the directions on Facebook were over a paragraph long
so I chose to not read them. I skipped to the end to read
the critical details like where the prelube and ON ON
were which both were at Resolve. A secondary post on
the Facebook told us about Sexual stimulation, women
getting wet or something and had some big words but
again it was a little long for me to read so I only read the
first bit but bottom line I went to the run expecting to see
wet women baring full frontal nudity.
Pole Her Express was so kind to offer Pucker Sucker,
Dripping Wet Gap and myself a ride to the run, which
we graciously accepted as I didn’t read the directions to
the run and this would allow me to not have to. The ride
out was a lot of talk of thongs, blowjobs and tampons,
which I assume is all that girls talk about?? We arrived
to a full prelube, which included the likes of Sir Mobey’s
of Dickus, Just Jenn, Cheap and Easy, Blowin Ho’s,
Pleasure Chest, Sir Cums A Lot, Hymen Trouble,
Curb Crawler, Broken Boner and Can’t Cum Now.
Shortly after we arrived Curb Crawler and Broken
Boner stood up to go drop off the hash hold, so the
mysterious co hare was Broken Boner…..hmmmmm. I
did not bring my headlamp and felt it would likely be dark
around 10pm when Boner’s runs would normally end. I
had been to this location before but could not recall its
specifics. Pucker Sucker reminded me of the chest high
deep bogs and swamps and people losing clothing and
shoes on our last outing to this location. In hindsight I
should have had someone read me the run details off
the Facebook.
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Arriving at the run I realized we had a great turnout of
hashers who knew nothing about the bogs and
swamps but just came out for a great run in great
weather. I saw Wet Denim, Cum See my Box,
Schweaty Balls, Just Rose, Swings Both Ways,
Caulk Belly (and Nipple Biter), Crash Test Rummy,
I’m Cumming and Slippery When Wet. If I missed
your name on here (which is possible) I apologize.
Please send me an email concerning and I will “reward”
you at the next hash event.
Circle up is called and no virgins??? We have had
virgins at both our last two runs so WTF! Everyone
introduces themselves and the hares come in to show
us the markings. Most are pretty standard except one
that is a mix of a check back and a false trail and a
checking?? I never heard the true explanation of what
to do when I saw this but I figured when I did I was
likely going to be fucked and this is exactly what
happened. Curb Crawler also let us know that he
“Rubbed one out on an ant hill” while setting trail, which
may have been a little too much info there buddy. Off
we go on arrow and shortly came across a marking we
were not shown in circle. It looked sort of like a
checking with a hook on it and like a child was trying to
draw a dick with nuts on the end of it. Most runners sat
and stared at it for about a minute before we were
saved by our hare Broken Boner who guided us
through a ground level hole in the fence.
Running down the bumpy field along the fence line on
a well-marked trail we get down to our first check.
Runners were off in all directions and ON ON calls from
all directions. A really nice mixup to start us all off,
‘insert rude about the hares’. We find trail and almost
immediately we are in the bog……….. Traversing
across rotted old logs and getting our feet wet. I told
Curb about this after and he seemed perplexed and
honestly thought there was no water to be had, there
isn’t Curb when you set trail in hip waders. Once
across we were on a path, path being a very loose
term. I felt like someone set a compass reading
through thick dense bush and said “dat-a-way” going
through dense heavy bush and occasionally sinking
into swamp like waters.

MANY MANY people fell on this treacherous trail and
many of them fell multiple times. Crash Test Rummy
set a personal best for himself only falling two times
on this run, congrats!! Pleasure Chest and Dripping
Wet Gap 3-4 times each, Cant Cum Now I heard
almost died and may have actually fallen so hard that
he actually almost flipped right over back to his feet.
There were more people that fell than people who did
not fall. We were hopping fences and running blindly
as it started to get dark. The trail was a great trail all
in all and we haven’t seen a ton of true shiggy runs
like this one this year. Kinda late in the season but a
great run on a night where the weather cooperated.
We honed in on the hash hold and were promptly
paired with the walkers. The Hash hold consisted of
basically everything except wedding cake. You would
not be able to Piss and Moan there wasn’t something
there you didn’t like. Pepperoni, Chips, chocolate
bars, cinnamon buns, brownies…….WAIT!!! Where’s
the fucking licorice????? Tsk tsk ;)

Blowin Ho’s came in to try and charge someone a
few different times but was removed each time when
he just couldn’t spit it out, as well he tried to charge
Curb Crawler with the exact same punishment I just
gave him. I’d recommend showing up to Prelube a
few hours later next time Blowin. Pleasure Chest
did not charge anyone this time which was odd,
maybe this “No Drinking” thing is going to her
head… we hope you get better soon. ON ON
returned back to Resolve where Pucker Sucker
experienced Skunky Beer, Rock hard Roast Beef
Stuffed Yorkshire Pudding thingies whereas most
hashers attending enjoying good food (I sampled
some of a few peoples), good drink (I had a fantastic
spicy Caesar) and great company.

ON IN called and we trekked back to the start which
was the same distance as the run itself. Time to bring
out the headlamps people. The Walkers all arrived
like zombies with Boner’s headlights behind them
looking like the Walking Dead.

ON Fucking ON

Great Run Curb Crawler. Great support from the
many hashers in attendance, and thanks to
everyone for doing stupid shit making it easy to
distribute down downs

Chips a Whore
UpCuming Run
Run # 866 – Oct 8th
Hare(s) : Cum See My Box
Location: Mountain Bike Park, corner of 79th St &
48th Ave. Across Home Hardware’s lumber yard.
Prelube: Taphouse North (Sam’s)
ON ON: TBA

Monthfull of Hares
Run # 866 – Oct 15th
Hare(s) : Beast Infection & Pucker Sucker
Location: Safety City
Prelube: Canadian Brewhouse ($3.99 Stein)
ON ON: Chillabongs

Circle was called and many many punishments were
given out. The hares of course for setting such a
fantastic trail for us. Blowin Ho’s was brought in for
being “THE SHIT” holder. He was promptly brought
back in for wearing inappropriate hash attire and one
more time later for calling people by their boring
names. The 16 people who fell were brought in for a
community charge, which basically destroyed the
integrity of our circle. Curb Crawler was brought in
for using Egyptian Hieroglyphics as trail marking; we
found out later he may have been drinking Pilsner
while setting trail with Broken Boner.

Mark The Date
RDH3 Halloween Party – Oct 31st
Hosted by Hymen Trouble & Sir Cums A Lot
Costumes are MANDATORY!
More Details to Cum…..

Just Jenn and Just Rose were downed for being so
quiet and not doing anything of interest that would
spark something for us to name them

EH3 – Run #1381 - Nov 7th @ 2:00pm
Nookie’s 87th Birthday Run
Details to Cum…..
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